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Award-Winning Mentalist Duo Astound the World Over

Annapolis, MD…
If you have never heard of the Evasons, you will – very soon. That’s because Jeff and Tessa
Evason are coming your way to perform their incredible brand of mind power, and it’s a show
that generates a great deal of amazement – and enthusiasm.
Since 1983 the Evasons, who are based in Toronto and Annapolis, have astounded audiences the
world over. People react with wide-eyed wonder when Tessa and Jeff demonstrate their psychic
entertainment abilities with ESP, intuition, prediction and second sight.
This slick blend of interactive demonstration, comic relief and spellbinding entertainment is
definitely not a magic show. There are no wires or hidden communication devices. Nothing is
prearranged with secret assistants or audience members. In fact, the Evasons offer $100,000 to
anybody who can prove otherwise. The experience defies explanation. And maybe that’s why
the crowds go wild at every show.
There’s never a dull moment for Jeff and Tessa, who spend much of their year on the road
entertaining audiences at college or corporate events, theatres, cruises or casino showrooms.
They have also performed their acts to audiences in the millions through network television
programs. On NBC’s World’s Greatest Magic V, they were called: “The finest act of its kind in
the world,” while their performance on Fox’s Powers of the Paranormal was touted as: “The
most amazing mind reading act you will ever see.” In fact, the Discovery Channel hails them as:
“A new generation of mentalists.”
It’s no wonder that Siegfried & Roy named The Evasons their favorite act, presenting them with
the SARMOTI Award at the World Magic Seminar in Las Vegas. They are recognized by their
peers and fans alike as one the world’s top mentalist acts. Their stylish presentation and stunning
showcase of talent has also earned them the distinction of receiving the Psychic Entertainers
Association’s most prestigious honor for distinguished professionalism.
“Many times during our show, people are totally speechless because they’ve never seen anything
like this before.” said Jeff Evason. “The experience of wonder is not only magical and
mysterious, it can also be empowering and enlightening.”
Tessa enjoys talking with audience members after the show. She explained, “Jeff and I are
fortunate to have a close connection. A lot of people are searching for their Soul Mate. I’ve
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always believed that we should allow ourselves to trust intuition. It can help us make much better
decisions about important personal matters.”
Jeff and Tessa think it’s good for people to be skeptical and to ask questions about things they
don’t understand. “A lot of things that up until recently were considered to be a mystery can now
easily be explained by science” said Jeff. “However, the greatest mystery of all is still the human
mind.” Tessa adds “As more is learned about the human brain, the human mind seems even more
mysterious!”
Even though Tessa and Jeff don’t ask you to believe, once you see her blindfolded, calling out the
names of strangers, reciting the serial numbers from a bill in an audience member’s pocket or
telling you your grandmother’s name, it gets a lot easier to suspend your disbelief.
Go to their show and find out for yourself.
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